
Drawing Skills Project: Year 8 Lesson 1 & 2 

TASK 1 
LO: to complete an observation drawing of fruit. 

TASK: You will need an A4 piece of paper, a drawing pencil, rubber and sharpener. 
Layout some fruit (3-5 pieces), make sure it is overlapped with fruit in front of each other like 
the fruit we have drawn in class before and similar to the picture below.  
 
Using a PENCIL ONLY, no colouring.  
 
Create a drawing for around 30 mins (no longer than 45 minutes so set a timer on your 
phone!) Remember, do not use your finger to blend, press lightly then build up your tones. 
Don’t worry about your background, if you have a fruit bowl you may draw it in that, however 
that is a bit more challenging, do what you think would be best for you. 
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Drawing Skills Project: Year 8 Lesson 1 & 2 

LO: to learn about the artist Giorgio Morandi including his style, techniques and use of tones. 
 

We are going to look at an artist called Giorgio Morandi           
and create a fact file about him and his work. I have            
included some information for those who do not have         
access to a computer and points you need to include. (This           
can be done by hand or on the computer - if you do it on               
the computer you can email it to me). Please do some extra            
research if you can.  
 

Please include: 
 
Full name - DOB / DOD - Where he is from/lived/studied - what and who inspired him - the 

techniques / materials he used - 3 interesting facts - include images of some of his work you 
like -  your opinion of his work (remember if you don’t or do like it, explain WHY). 

Challenge: Can you compare Morandi’s work to one of the artists he was inspired by? Tell 
me some similarities and differences. 

 

Here are some facts to get you started: 
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